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he group of plants known collectively as the stapeliads are stem-succulents which belong to the expanded concept of the family Apocynaceae.Formerly
they were treated in the family Asclepiadaceae. However, since this has been
repeatedly shown to be nested within the
Apocynaceae, they are now placed within the tribe Ceropegieae of the subfamily Asclepiadoideae of the Apocynaceae
(Endress& Bruyns, 2000).Altogether they
consist of about 330 species which are
found exclusively in the aId World trom
near the southernmost tip of Africa at
(ape Agulhas to the southem shores of
Europe in Spain and eastward to Arabia
and India. The easternmost area where
they are found is in the dry region of central Myanmar along the great Irrawaddy
River. Out of the total of about 330
species,nearly 180 are found in southem
Africa, so that they are particularly weIl
represented in tros region. While tros is a
small number compared to the roughly
1 800 speciesof succulent Aiioaceae that
occur in southem Africa, it is still significantly more than in many other groups
of succulents.
The last detaiIed account of the whole
group was thàt of Alain C. White and
Boyd L. Sloane. This massive three-volume work of slightly lessthan 1 200pages
was published in 1937. White & Sloane
grew many of these plants in their own
collection in California and had an intimate knowledge of them. However, they
never visited the regions where they occurred naturally and consequently they
never saw any of them in the wild. Neither were they botanists and relied, for the
scientific side of their account, on experts
such as N.E. Brown, R.A. Dyer and others for more detailed information. While
their monograph is an astonishingly complete account of the group, it was essentiallya compilation and they added little
that was new. In particular, they took
over the generic concepts of N .E. Brown,
who trom roughly 1870til11930 studied
stapeliads and othersucculents at the
Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew in England. Brown's views on the genera of the
stapeliads (as in many other groups of
southem African succulentsrcarried enormous weight. Thus, although ros most
serious work on stapeliads finished with
the publication of Volume 4 part 2 of the
Flora Capensis,where ros contributions
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Austra/luma peschii,Omaruru, Namibia, PVB
2345.

on " Asclepiadaceae" appeared between
1907and 1909,itwasonlywith thework
of L.C. Leach, starting in 1975,that these
views began to be challenged.From about
1950onwards Leach had studied succulents in the tropical parts of Africa south
of the equator. Although he concentrated
on Euphorbia and its allies, during his
peregrinations he had encountered several stapeliads, same of which werenew
to science.The problems he encountered

~

trying

to place same of these in the

genera that were recognised at the time
led him ultimately to a drastic revision of
the generic limits in the group. With the
publication of rus "Resurrection of Orbea"

Duvalia angustiloba, east of Beaufort West,

PVB6311.

in 1975,there began a foment among the
generic concepts in the stapeliads that
continues to the present dar. Leach realised that there were what appeared to
be natural groups of species that were
of ten quite clearly recognisable by vegetative features and he tried to recognise
theseat generic level. This led to the great
genera such as Caralluma and Stapelia,
each of which contained around 100
species in White & Sloane's dar, being
braken up into smaller entities, the memhers of which were supposed to be more
closely related to each other than to any
other species. The application of modem cladistic techniques to the stapeliads
has shown again that same of these entities are not actually natural groups of
species and this has led to further
changes. The even more recent application of molecular techniques has shown
further anomalies among the genera and
this has led to yet further re-arrangements. Despite the relatively high level of
exploration that has taken place in southem Africa, new species of stapeliad still
come to light and several of these have
been sufficiently unusual to deserve genera all to themselves.
The many changes that have occurred
sinceWhite & Sloane'shooks have caused
the picture to become exceedingly complicated and confusing to the outsider.
As a consequence,it is considered that it
might be helpful to give a braad overview
of the generaas they are recognisedat the
moment. It must be emphasised that the
"final" solution to 1he problems surrounding the delimitation of the genera
has not been found. Even the molecular
techniques,that have aften been touted as
the solution to all taxonomic problems,
have failed to resolve many of theseproblems satisfactorily. Furthermore, they
have led to the parlous situation where
groups of speciesthat are identified by the
molecular markers have been recognised
in same caseswhere these groups are not
even weIl substantiated by tros data and
in other cases where these groups are
suggestedby the molecular data but there
is no morphological information that substantiates them.
In White & Sloane's account 367
"species" are treated in 18 genera. The
number of generahas increasedto around
30 now foT the roughly 330 species that
are recognised. The position is still by no
ALOE 39:3&4:2002.ISSN 0002-6301
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Duvalia maculata,west of Helmeringhausen,
Namibia, PVB 5737.

Duvalia parviflora, west of Ladismith,

means settled. New genera such as
BallyanthusBruyns, BaynesiaBruyns and
SocotrellaBruyns & A.G.Mill. continue to
appear. The problems surrounding the
erstwhile Carallumahave not been satisfactorily resolved. Plowes (1995) suggested a solution in which the speciesremaining in Caralluma were placed in 17
genera (of which 6 contained only a single species each), while Meve & Liede
(2002) have proposed another solution
in which 7 genera are recognised and the
monotypic,leafyFrereaDalz.is included
in one of them. This is based on a molecular study and involved 22 of the 48
species remaining in Caralluma.A more
comprehensive treatment is under war at
the University of Cape Town in which
almost alt species of Caralluma wilt be
considered and tros maf field a more
satisfactory solutionto tros problem.

was C. peschiiNel. Plowes (1995) transferred this single speciesto a new genus,
Australluma.
Australluma peschii(Nel) Plowes occurs
in fakly (though not extrernely) dry areas
in the northern half of Namibia. Plants are
usually found growing inside small bushes in open Acacia-woodland. As far as
we know, it is endemic to Narnibia.
This speciesis peculiar for its soft and
slender sternswhich do not generally exreed 5 mm in thickness. The sternsare extrernely rhizornatous and the plant aften
consists of several srnail clusters of sterns
connected underground by rhizornes
which rnay be anything up to 200 mm
long. In habitat the above-ground parts
are usuaily silvery grey, which blend in
very weil with the surrounding sterns of
the sheltering bush.
The flowers are borne in considerable
numbers towards the apicesof the sterns.
At 9-10 mm in diameter they are smail
and face slightly downwards on their
short pedicels. Inside they are pale yellowish to faintly greenish, but in the
Kaokoveld they are usually spotted with

Australluma

Plowes

In Gilbert'saccount of Caralluma(Gilbert,
1990),there remained only a single species
of Carallumain southern Africa and that
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Hoodiaflava, north of Fraserburg, PVB 3745.
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red on a yellowish background. The inner
surface is covered with fairIy coarsehairlike papillae.

Baynesia Bruyns
This monotypic genus was erected for
another Namibian endemic that was discovered in the Kaokoveld in December of
1999. It was discussed elsewhere in this
issue (see p. 80) and need not be dealt
with further. However, it may be interesting to note that molecular data do not
place it unequivocally but suggest that it
may be allied to Larryleachia,an arrangement for which no obvious morphological support can be found.

Duvalia Haw.
Duvalia is a relatively small genus, in
which 17 species were recognised in a
recent revision (Meve, 1997).Of these 17
species13 occurred in southern Africa. In
a forthcoming account, lintend to reduce
these 13 names to 10 species. The remaining four speciesare found in a narrow belt of country along bath sidesof the
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Hoodiacurroriisgp.currorii,SkeletonCoast,
Namibia, PVB 8063,showing clearly the cactus-like nature of the sterns.
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Hoodiagordonii, east of Brandvlei, PVB 3452,with the plant almost entirely hidden by fut
dense fl~sh of flowers after good rains.
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Red Sea.However, our recent molecular
work has shown that these northern
species (represented in our study by D.
sulcataN.E.Br.) are more closely allied to
the new genus Ballyanthus Bruyns, in
which the farmer Stapelia prognatha
P.R.O.Bally
(Orbea prognatha(p.R.O.Bally)
L.C.Leach) was placed, when it was excluded trom a revisQd concept of Orbea
(see below). They differin several morphological respects trom the southem
African species and our results suggest
that their similarities to the southern
species are due to convergence.
The 10 species of Duvalia in southem
Africa are widespread across the region.
One of them, D. polita, is broadly distributed in tropical and subtropical southem Africa and has been recorded trom
near Kimberley to as far north as Zambia
and Malawi. The remaining species are
found on the edges of the winter-rainfall
region of South Africa and Namibia, with
especially significant numbers of them
occurring on the Great Karoo.
The speciesof Duvalia are usually easily recognised by their compact, matforming habit. The one exception to this
isD. polita,where the sternsare tallerand
more erect and they have a very extensively rhizomatous habit which is also
unusual.1n the other speciesthe sternsare
short and of ten nearly spherical, with
small conical tubercles arranged into 4-6
rows. However, these can be difficult to
distinguish trom the sterns of Piaranthus.
Florally, though, Duvalia is readily recognised and is especially easily dis tinguished trom Piaranthus. The flower is
deeply divided into five narrow lobes
which are folded lengthways along their
middle, aften very tightly. In the centre
the flower is flat on the underside but on
the upper surface the corolla is thickened
into a raised annulus which farms a small
tube around or beneath the corona. The
flowers are mostly brown but in the very
localised D. parviflora they are creamcoloured. In most speciesthe outer corona closes off the mouth of the tube. The
distinctive disc-like shape of the outer
corona is also characteristic of Duvalia
and this disc is always raised above the
surface of the flbwer on a pedestal.
There was at same stage same controversy over the distinctness of the genera
Duvalia and Huernia. This controversy
arose partly as a cousequence of three
new species that were described in Duvalia between 1941 and 1961 trom tropical Africa. One of these; Duvalia procumbensR.A.Dyer, is trom southem Africa.1n
1969 these three names were moved to
Huernia by Leach (1988) and he gave
many reasonsfor making these changes.
Most of the characteiistics which he
gave to separate the two genera have
54

Huernia guttata, west of Loeriesfontein,

PVB

6819.

-

Huernia hal/ij, Great Karas Mountains, PVB
3529.

-

Huernia humilis, east of Fraserburg, PV8 4816, a species in whichthe flowers have a prominent
but false annulus.

Huernia barbata,north of Kommadagga, PVB 1571.

subsequently proved to have exceptions.
However, molecular evidence suggests
that, despite these exceptions, the two
genera are distinct. They are mainly separated by the manner in which the corolla is flat towards the base with the tube
entirely formed by the annulus in Duvalia while the corona is always tubular
towards the base in Huernia.

Hoodia Sweet ex Decne.
The 13 species of Hoodia that are recognised (Bruyns, 1993)are found in the arid
regions of southem Africaand southem
Angola. The genus is closely associated
with the Namib Desert and the valley of
the Orange River. Plants are mainly found
on stony stapes or barren, flat areasand,
ALOE 39:3&4:2002.ISSN 0002-6301

although they usually begin life under a
shrub or in the lee of a rock, mature specimens aften live for years entirely in the
open.
Many species of Hoodia have a shrublike habit and the largest of them, H. parviflora Welw. has sterns wQich reach 2.2 m
in height and 11 cm thick so that these
plants could almost qualify for tree-status
and are, in fact, the most massive of all
stapeliads. The sterns are covered with
spineswhichare aften arranged into rows
along the stem and this gives them a distinctly cactoid appearance. In several of
them the spines are sharp and hard so
that the plant is difficult to handle. In
others they are weak and in H. pedicellata (Schinz) Plowes they wear off as the
stem ages and older sterns are aften entirely without spines.
In Hoodia, flowers are produced towards the apex of the stem. The flowers
aften arise in large numbers and it is not
unusual to see shrubs of H. gordonii
(Masson) Sweet ex Decne. where the
flowers almost completely hide the sterns.
The flowers are remarkably variabie in
size and are known trom 0.8 to 18 cm in
diameter. Many of the larger ones have a
distinctive, shallowly piate-like shape,
with the lobes fused into a braad, almost
flat area outside the small corolla-tube
containing the corona. Most of these
large-flowered species produce flowers
with a peculiar and characteristic flesh-

Huernia

quinta var. blyderiverensis,north-east

of Ohrigstad,

PVB

pink colour and a weak, evil smell. Some
of the small-flowered species are more
darkly coloured and these produce faT
stronger and more unpleasant odours
than the larg~r ones.
Apart from the two speciesof Tavaresia,
Hoodia contains the most cactoid of all
the stapeliads. The two genera are not
closely related. Many of the small-flowelect speciesof Hoodiaformerly belonged
to the genus Trichocaulonand, when the
type species of Trichocaulon,namely T.
flavum N.E.Br., was moved to Hoodia,the
genus Trichocaulonbecame a synonym of
Hoodia.Molecular support foTthis change
is strong and this is one of the caseswhere
the lack of any clear morphological distinctions between the spiny species of
Trichocaulonand Hoodia turns out to be
fully supported by molecular evidence.
Huernia R.Br.
White & Sloane (1937) recognised 45
species of Huernia, while Leach (1988)
recognised 64. There seems to be little
doubt that this number can be reduced
and it seemsthat about 46 speciesshould
be recognised. This still makes Huernia
one of the largest groups of stapeliads.
The species are distributed widely in
Africa, from near Cape Town to West
Africa and Ethiopia. They are also
found in the southwestern corner of
Arabia but this is the furthest east that

Larryleachia perIata, Klinghardt

Mountains.

6600.

they have ventured.
Although plants of Huernia are distinctive and unmistakable to the trained
ere, the differences between their sterns
and those of most other stapeliads are
somewhat complicated and difficult to
express. They tie mainly in the densely
mat-forming or creeping habit, the mannel in which the tubercles taFel to a fine
tip without any leaf-rudiment or stipular
outgrowths and the manner in which the
tubercles are usually fused info continuous wings or ridges along the sterns
which have a completely smooth surface.
In fact in Huernia there are a surprising
number of taxa in which the sterns are
prostrate. These plants maf be found in
dry tropical areaswith the sternscreeping
among leaf tittel on the fIoOl of deciduous forest (H. procumbens (R.A.Dyer)
L.C.Leach), they maf grow weIl protected under grasses or shrubs on granite
dames (H. leachiiLavr.) or even maf occur
on cliffs (H. pendulaE.A..Bruce).
The fIowers in Huerniaare always tubular to same extent but many of them are
markedly sa. Many of them also have a
prominent ring of tissue,rather like an annulus, surrounding the mouth of the
corolla-tube. This tissue is only slightly
thickened. lts prominence is usually a
consequenceof the manner in which the
mouth of the corolla-tube is abruptly
folded back (pushing this area forward)
and its aften lurid colouring. So this is not
a true annulus, as one finds in Duvaliaand
in same speciesof Orbeaand Tromotriche.
The corona in many speciesof Huernia
is mostly quite easily recognjsed.In many
of the commoner species it consists of
five outer lobes (usually partly fused towards their bases)that spread on the base
of the corolla-tube and are partly fused to
it. Above tros outer seriesthere is an elect
column of tissue in which the guide-rails
are embedded and then the inner lobes
rise up out of this column and meet in the
centre. However, there are many anomalous species and, although tros structure is similar to that which one finds in
Duvalia,it is usually much taller and more
ornate than in Duvalia.Nevertheless,there
are a few speciesin which the corona resembles that of Duvalia very closely. In
particular, there are a few in which there
is a significant pedestal beneath the outer
lobes, so that these lobes need not be sessile on the baseof the corolla-tube, as has
aften been assumedto be exclusively true
for Huernia.

Larryleachia Plowes

Larryleachia cactiformis var. cactiformis, northwest of Loeriesfontein, Heunis IIT.
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Larryleachia marlothii, east of Rosh Pinah,
PVB 3900.

This genus, named in honour of L.C.
"Larry" Leach,contains the four species
of "spineless Trichocaulon" commonly
known as "hondebal".These four species
55

Ophionellaarcuatasubsp. mirkinii, east of
Steytlerville, PVB 4922.

are found only in very arid situations,
especially in the Namib Desert and along
the valley of the Orange River.
The four species of Larryleachiaare all
small, cactus-like plants, which are entirely without spines. The plant (especially in L. picta (N.E.Br.) Plowes) often
consists of a single, fat stem, although
clumps of up to 20 sternsmaf occur, particularly in L. marlothii (N.E.Br.) Plowes.
There are many small obtuse tubercles
along the stem, usually very chaotically
arranged and often somewhat resembling
disorganised maize seedson the rob. The
surface of the stem is finely papillate and
each tubercle has ~ smallieaf-rudiment
that is somewhat sunken into its apex.
In Larryleachiathe flowers are produced
in many small inflorèscencesmainly near
the tip of the stem. The reflexed or flat to
slightly campanulate flowers are small
and mostly less than 1 cm in diameter
(though up to 1.6cm acrosson occasion),
though they are very attractively coloured
in many cases.

Lavrania Plowes
The genus Lavraniawas described in 1986
for a single species,L. haagneraePlowes,
which was discovered in 1969 by Margaret Haagner in the acid and very mountainous region of northem Narnibia on
the boundary between Damaraland and
the Kaokoveld. This is a most unusual
stapeliad whith forms clumps in crevices
and on ledges on forrnidable dolornite
cliffs. It is of very local occurrence and I
have seen it in only two verf similar
spots, separated by about 15 km.
The slightly papillate sterns of L. haagneraeare cylindrical and up to 30 cm tall.
The tubercles are verf flattened and
arranged info long rows. Bath of them has
a minute conicalleaJ-rudiment slightly
sunkeninto the apex. Flowers are produced on a few inflorescences that arise
mainly around the base of thestem. The
flowers are small but very strikingly and
extremely variably coloured. They ernit a
strong odour resembling that of hyrax
urine and dung.
I have made several attempts to enlarge tros genus by includingthe spine56

Ophionella willowmorensis, north-west

of Wil-

lowmore, PVB 6317.

Orbea gerstneri ssp. gerstneri, Mkuzi,

Natal,

PVB 4454.

However, on the other hand, recognising taxa for which there are no clear morphological charactersto distinguish them
is risky.Nevertheless, for the time being
two separate genera are recognised and
Lavraniais restricted to the single species
L. haagnerae.

Notechidnopsis Lavr. & Bleck
Orbealongidens,east of Jozini, Peckover.

less members of the farmer Trichocaulon
within it. In the process of doing this I
have shown that there are no significant
morphological differences between these
species and L. haagnerae(Bruyns, 1999a)
other than the manner in which the sterns
in L. haagneraehave long and uninterrupted rows of low tubercles whereas in
the others the tubercles project more and
are very disorganised. Meve & Liede
(2001)have considered this problem trom
the point of view of molecular data. In
their paper data was obtained from a
chloroplast geneand trom a nuclear gene.
Thesedata-setsproduced two somewhat
contradictory trees, in bath of which the
statistical support for thè groups was low.
They concluded that the "spineless Trichocaulons" should be accommodated
in the genus Larryleachia,which had been
proposed by Plowes (1996)for them. Nevertheless,it is hard to seehow any meaningful conclusion could have been drawn
from their results. Their newer paper
(Meve & Liede, 2002) has L. haagnerae
and the other speciesin separate groups
whose relationships to one another are
unresolved. The statistical support for
these groups is extremely low. Our own
research has yielded a similarly poorly
supported and unresolved arrangement.
This provides an interesting casein which
the morphological data suggest that two
groups of speciescould be considered as
one and in which the molecular data provide no significant help in making a decision. One argument for keeping them
separate is that these are plants where
many of the features are extremely reduced and that this may be a casewhere
the morphological data are misleading.

The two anomalous species Echidnopsis
framesii A.C. White & B.Sloane(Caralluma
tessellataPillans) and Echidnopsiscolumnaris (Nel) R.A.Dyer & Hardy were
moved to the genus Notechidnopsis
so that
EchidnopsisHook.f. was entirely restricted to species trom Tanzania and northwards. Notechidnopsis
has not proved easy
to define but neverthelessa defining character was found (Bruyns, 1999b). However, the independent charactersprovided by molecular data suggest (though
these suggestions are not statistically
strongly supported at all) that the similarities between them are due to convergence rather than to a close relationship
between them. As a consequenceonly N.
tessellata(Pillans) Lavr. & Bleck is now
considered to belong to Notechidnopsis,
while N. columnaris (Nel) Lavr. & Bleck
has been transferred to a separate genus
Richtersveldia.
N. tessellatais restricted to a small area
in the Western Cape along the northern
edges of the Knersvlakte. In tros species
the slender sternsare cylindrical and tessellate and the low tubercles are arranged
info 6-8 rows along them. The small flowers, borne towards the apex of the sterns,
never exceed 1 cm in diameter and are
fellow with reddish markings and a sourish honey-like scent.

Ovhionella Bruvns
The genus Ophionella was described to
accommodate Pectinaria arcuata N.E.Br.
and P.mirkinii Pillans, which did not appear to fit into any other known genus.
Both were placed under the single species
o. arcuata (N.E.Br.) Bruyns. In 1992 another species was discovered in the
mountains near Willowmore and this was
later described as O. willowmorensis
ALOE 39:3&4:2002.ISSN 0002-6301
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Orbealugardii, Kuke, Botswana, PVB6469.
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Piaranthusatrosanguineus,south of Ellisras,
PVB 6538.

Bruyns. The two speciesof this genus are
endemic to the Eastern Cape and are
known from Willowmore to near Grahamstown.
Bath speciesof Ophionellaare extremely
insignificant and rarely collected plants.
The sterns are comparatively long and
slender and are usually prostrate, forming mats under a protective shrub. They
aften become partly buried or covered
with leaf-litter and mud and this makes
them hard to spot. Although tubercles
are present along them, these are very:
obscure so that the sternsare more or less
square in cross-section.
Flowers in this genus are also small
and insignificant and are held close to
the sterns. Mostly the corolla-lobes remain attached at their tips so that the
flower has an odd burl-share. It aften becomes partly filled up with soi! and fine
leaf-litter.lnside, they are usually creamcoloured with same red patches and a
bright fellow corona. However, they are
so small that thesedetails are best viewed
under a microscope.

Orbea Haw.
The genus Orbeawas described by Haworth for a miscellaneous assemblageof
Specieswhich included several cultivated hybrids and the famous Stapeliavariegata L., which was the first stapeliad
known to science. Soon after Orbeawas
published it was sunk under Stapelia
again (as happened to all of Haworth's
new genera at the hands of Stephan
Endlicher and others). However, unlike
generasuch as Duvalia, which cameinto
general usage Jater, Orbea was only
ALOE 39:3&4:2002.ISSN 0002-6301

Orbealutea ssp. vaga,Nauchas, Namibia,
PVB 4141.

resurrected in 1975with the work of L.C.
Leach.
The concept of Orbea expounded by
Leach has recently been modified considerably to accommodate species that
he placed in the genera Orbeanthus,Orbeopsisand Pachycymbiumas weIl as Angolluma Plowes, all of which have been
found to be unnecessary (Bruyns, 2002).
The genus now includes 56 specieswhich
occur throughout Africa from near Cape
Town to the Moroccan coast and eastwards to Ethiopia. Six species are found
in southem Arabia but the genus occurs
no further east than southern Oman.
Orbeais unusual in thatone species, O.
schweinfurthii(A. Berger)Bruyns, is found
both in southem Africa (though not in
South Africa itself) and in East Africa,
where it occurs as far north as Tanzania,
Burundi and Uganda. No other stapeliad
has such a wide north-south distribution
as this.
In Orbea the sterns are smooth and
glabrous and almost always brightly
marked with longitudinal purple bars.
The tubercles taper to a slender tip without any obvious leaf-rudiment, though its
base is often demarcated by two small
stipular denticles. Florally the genus is
very diverse, with relatively large flowers
(up to 11 cm diameter in O. ciliata (Masson) L.C.Leach)produced singly near the
base ofthe sternsto small flowers (down
to 7 mm diameter in O. ubomboensis)
produced in several small inflorescences towards the tips of the sterns. The flowers
vary in share from nearly flat with a
prominent annulus (asin O. variegata(L.)
Haw.) to quite deeplybell-shaped as in O.
conjunctus (A.C. White & B.Sloane)
Bruyns. Perhaps one of the most unusual features of the flowers is that they are
adapted to a wide range of different flies
as pollinators. Most of the species produce flowers with varyingly foul odours
which attract the larger species of fly. In
O. schweinfurthii and O. ubomboensisthe
flowers emit sweetish to foetid fruity
odours and these are pollinated by very
small drosophilid flies. In O. rogersii
(L.Bolus) Bruyns an odour of decaying
fruit is also given off but the pollinator is
unknown.

Pectinaria articulata ssp. borealis, Eksteenfontein, PVB 8301.

Piaranthus comptus,north of Beaufort West,

PVB 6392.

Pectinaria Haw.
Haworth described this genus for the single species Pectinaria articulata (Aiton)
Haw., which was discovered by Masson
and Thunberg in 1774.It was only in 1902
that another species was discovered by
N.S. Pillans and he supplied N.E. Brown
with a total of four new speciesthat N .E.
Brown decided should be placed in Pectinaria. One of these plants was very similar to P. articulata but the others were
rather different. Brown defined the genus
purely by the tendency of the corollalobes to remain joined at their tips. Since
thîs led to an artificial assemblageof taxa
residing in one genus, it was eventually
decided to split up the genus into three
separateentities. Someof the specieswere
moved to Stapeliopsisand others were
moved to the new genus Ophionella
(Bruyns, 1981).In addition, two obscure
southern African speciesof Caralluma,C.
longipes N.E.Br. and C. maughanii
R.A.Dyer were moved to Pectinaria.
This small genus of three species is
found only in the western part of South
Africa, especially along the escarpment
from near Fraserburg to the highest
mountains of the Richtersveld as weIl as
on the Little Karoo.
The plants in Pectinariaconsist of dense
mats of small, 6-angled sterns with soft,
conical tubercles and they are usually
well-known where they occur for being
edible. Flowers are borne toward the tips
of young sternsin tiny inflorescencesconsisting of one flower and one bract and
they are always small. In P.articulatathey
are bud-like when mature,with the lobes
remaining attached at their tips while in
57

nested within Huerniopsis(exactly as was
found in Bruyns (1999c)using morphologica I characters) and that all these
species form a single group which has
the maximum statistical support that is
possible!
Piaranthusconsistsof sevenspeciesand
is endemic to southern Africa. Two of
them are widely distributed over the tropical parts of southem Africa in Namibia,
Botswana and in South Africa as far south
as the Kimberley district. The remaining
species are found further south in South
Africa and southem Namibia, especially
along the easternedge of the winter-rainfall region, though they are known as far
east as the Free State. The species are
often verf common where they occur.
Since they are easily cultivated, the fact
that they are extremely variabie is easily
observed and so tros variation has been
better noted than in most other stapeliads.
In Piaranthus the plant consists of a
dense to diffuse mat of small, decumbent, smooth to faintly papillate sterns
along which the relatively few ~bercles
are arranged into four blunt and obscure
angles. There is mostly only a single inflorescence on each stem and tros matures towards the apex of the stem. The

flowers always face upwards and are
mostly between 15 and 35 mm in diameter. In P.atrosanguineus(N.E.Br.) Bruyns
and P. decipiens(N .E.Br.) Bruyns they are
unusually short-lived, with those of P.
atrosanguineus
only remaining open for 18
hours or less.Theseare the shortest-lived
flowers that are known among the stapeliads.
The flowers of Piaranthusare distinctive
among the south~m African stapeliadsfor
the lack of any basal pedestal to the corona and for the very reduced outer corona!
series.There is also greater development
of the "nectarial cavity" behind the outer
corona lobes than is known anywhere
else.
There is a considerable range in colour
among the flowers in Piaranthus and
along with this a wide range of odours is
emitted. The dark-flowered speciesproduce bad smellsbutthe pater onesare less
evil and some even smelt of honey or
slightly over-ripe fruit.

Piaranthus decipiens, west of Olifantshoek,

Piaranthusgeminatus,northem toot ot the

Piaranthus geminatus, south of Touwsrivier,

PVB4530.

Anysberg,PVB4563.

PVB 6384.

Piaranthuspunctatus,north-west of Loeriesfontein, PVB 7875.

burg, PVB 5983.

the other two speciesthey open up fully
and are flat. The fine, comb-like series of
lobules that the outer corona forms
around fue edge of the gynostegium is
also distinctive.
Piaranthus

R.Br.

This small genus has suffered modifications over much of itshistory. Robert
Brown originally included two species
in it, namely Stapelia punctata Masson
and S. pulla Masson. The former is what
we know today as Piaranthus punctatus
(Masson) Schultes, while the latter is a
synonym of Quaqua mammillaris (1.)
Bruyns. N.E. Brown included manyother
species in it, to give it the character that
we associatewith it today. However, he
also included Piaranthusgrivanus N.E;Br.,
V":hich is a synonym of the formèr
HuerniopsisdecipiensN.E.Br., although he
had himself described the genus
Huerniopsis N.E.Br. Piaranthus was revised by Meve (1994),but in fact the fust
detailed modem attention that it received
was that of Bayer (1976) and Bayer
showed essentially what the species in
the genus were. Meve (1994)did not adequately address the problem of whether
Piaranthusand Huerniopsiswere distinct.
This was considered in Bruyns (1999c),
where it was shown that there were no
grounds for maintaining them as distinct
genera. Consequently the two speciesof
Huerniopsis were transferred to Piaranthus. It is interesting to note in hindsight
on tros view of Piaranthus, tha:t the new
data obtained trom molecular analysis
back up this concept fully (Meve & 1iede,
2002; Nowell et al. in prep.). Here one
finds that the species of Piaranthus are
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Quaqua arenicola

ssp. pilifera,

east of Fraser-

Quaqua N.E.Br.
Quaquawas described by N.E. Brown to
accommodate the single species Q. hottentotorumN .E.Br.,but he also suspected
that several other species that Masson
had found might belong to it. However,
these were alt too little-known at that
stage for him to have done anything
about them. He rapidly abandoned the
genus altogether but it has recently reemerged, with the new emphasis on
recognising groups of closely related and
vegetatively similar species at generic
level.
Quaquacontains 19 species and is endemic to the southwestem part of South

Quaquaarmatassp. maritima, near Kotzesrus,

PVB6157.
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Quaquainversa,near Kotzesrus, PVB 6133,a
species of Quaquawith small but particularIy beautiful flowers.

Quaquaincarnata ssp. incarnata, south of
Redelinghuys, PVB.

Quaquapillansii, east of Steytlerville, PVB
--

Quaquapal/ens,Garies, PVB 7584.

Africa and southem Namibia. It is mainly restricted to the parts of this region
that receive winter rainfall and its distribution shows many similarities to that
of Tromotriche.Speciesof Quaquaare comman and characteristic plants in Namaqualand, where they have achieved a
remarkable level of diversity.
Plants of Quaquaare characterised by
the relatively stout and firm, 4-5-angled
sternswhich beaTconical tubercles. Each
tubercle is usually tipped with a hard
and spike-like tooth, though in a few
species the tubercles are rounded and
this tooth is absent.Among the stapeliads
of southem Africa, they are distinctive
foT the large numbers of inflorescences
that arise on each stem, mainly towards
its tip. These inflorescences are of ten
arranged into vertical distichous series
along the sterns. The flow~s in Quaqua
are generally small and many are only between 7 and 15 mm in diameter. Nevertheless, despite their small size, same of
these are remarkably beautiful. The
species in which the flowers are larger
(a maximum diameter of 27 mm maf be
reached)have dark and papillate flowers.
As is of ten the case with such flowers,
they usually Teekof urine or exërement.
However, such stenches are not characteristic of the genus and same flowers
fleetingly give off wonderfully sweet
scents of honev or lemon!

Richtersveldia Meve & Liede
This new genus has been created to
accommodatethe single speciesNotechidnopsis columnaris (Nel) Lavr. & Bleck,
where molecular data has shown that it
is possibly not closely related to the other
ALOE 39:3&4:2002.ISSN 0002-6301

Quaquaparviflora Sgp.gracilis, southwest of
Calvinia, PVB 6301.

speciesin Notechidnopsis(Meve & Liede,
2002). R. columnaris(Nel) Meve & Liede
is found only in the higher mountains of
the Richtersveld of the Northem Cape
and occurs only on the southem side of
the Orange River.
In tros speciesthe sterns are also cylindrical (asinN.tessellata) but they are considerably trucker (at 20-25 mm truck) and
the tubercles are much more prominent
and tooth-like. The flowers tend to arise
in quite dense inflorescencesbut they are
similar to those in N. tessellatain shape.
They tend to be somewhat plainer in
colour and are also very slightly larger
than the flowers of N. tessellata.

StapeliaL.
Originally all the stapeliads belonged to
the single genus Stapelia.The name was
fust used by Linnaeus in 1737in rus GeneraPlantarum and at that stage only a single species was known, though in the
same year he published a secondhook in
which two specieswere recognised. This
is the situation that prevailed at the time
of thepublicationof his landmarkSpecies
Plantarumin 1753.Thesetwo specieswere
what is now Orbea variegata and what

7049.
was then and still remains Stapeliahirsuta L. The number of species incteased
considerably with the publication of Mag..
son's 5tapeliaeNovaein 1796-1797,where
he described 37 new species that he had
discovered at the Cape. It was shortly
after this, in 1810,that Robert Brown fust
proposed that 5tapelia be split up and
this is the situation that prevails today.
L.C. Leach was the fust to propose the
present concept of 5tapelia, although
traces of it can be found in the ordering
of the species in the writings of N.E.
Brown (especiallyinBrown (1890».Leach
revised the genus (Leach,1985)and recognised 43 species.One (5. englerianaSchltr.)
was subsequently moved back from Tromotriche(Bruyns, 1995),bringing the numbef of speciesto 44. However, this numbef is toa high and, in a monograph in
preparation, this will be reduced to 29.
The 29 species of 5tapelia are found
widely over Africa south of the equator
but are mainly concentrated in Botswana
and Zimbabwe and especially in Namibia and South Africa. There are also scattered records trom Zambia and Malawi
and Moçambique of 5tapelia gigantea
N.E.Br. and there is a small region of
southern Angola where two species are
also found. Within southern Africa,
5tapelia is mainly found around the
mountainous edges of the subcontinent
and especially in the sandstone mountains of the Western and Eastern Cape.
In 5tapeliathe sternsare almost always
erect and maf farm clumpsup to 1 mor
more in diameter. Only in 5. englerianaare
they somewhat rhizomatous. Along the
sterns the tubercles are distinctly laterally flattened and are joined into 4 (rarely
5) continuous rows, usually with a
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concave area between these rows. Each
tubercle has a small but quite distinct
leaf-rudiment on it in its early stages.The
surface of the stems is generally quite
obviously pubescentand this is the easiest war to recognise most of them. In
the few caseswhere they are apparently
glabrous, the papillae that give rise to
this pubescence are ~till to be found in
nooks and crannies around the bases of
the leaf-rudiments and on the inflorescence.This is a further characteristic feature of Stapelia,namely the pubescent inflorescence, sepals and exterior of the
flower. The inside of the flowers is also
quite characteristic,with transverse(often
paler) ridges and aften a lot of fine hairs.
Stapeliais well-known for the large and
malodorous flowers that are produced.
Flowers vary between 6 mm in diameter
(in the Angolan species S. parvula Kers)
and a maximum of 400mm acrossin S.gigantea.At 400 mm in diameter, the flowers of S. giganteaare same of the largest
that are produced in the entire flora! kingdom. What is also interesting, is that the
very largest flowers known, those of the
forest-dwelling saprophytic genus Rafflesia, are also malodorous and pollinated

by flies, exactly as in the flowers of
Stapelia.This reputation for malodorous
flowers, though it is undoubtedly well
deserved,is not wholly fair sincethere are
several species (notably S. erectiflora
N.E.Br. and S.jlavopurpureaMarl.) where
the flowers are sweetly scented.

Stapeliaarenosa,east of Calvinia, PVB 1348.

Stapeliacedrimontana,Piketberg, PVB 7497.

Stapelianthus

Choux

This genus of 7 species is endemic to
Madagascar and occurs exclusively in
the fairly arid south of the island. The
fust specieswas discovered only in 1918
and new speçieshave been found as recentlyas 1970.
The members of Stapelianthusare vegetatively quite similar except foT the very
unusual S. pilosus Lavr. & Hardy. This
species has cylindrical sterns which are
covered with fine, filiform leaf-rudiments
and somewhat resembie those of Huernia
pillansii N.E.Br. In most of the others the
sterns are wrinkled and beaTa strong resemblance to dead twigs, making them
quite difficult to spot when they are in a
dry state amongleaf-litter of the flooT of
a forest.
As in Huernia, there is a wide range of

shapes in the corolla in Stapelianthusand
many of the flowers are attractively and
strikingly coloured. The defining feature
of the genus lies in the characteristicouter
and inner corona. The outer lobes farm
the outline of a deep cup while the small
inner lobes are pressedto the anthers and
do not exceed them.
Although Stapelianthusis not particularly easy to define in terms of morphologica! features,a molecular study that we
have undertaken (Bruyns & Klak, in
prep.) has shown that the genus is monophyletic and that it farms an evolutionary
lineage that is distinct trom all the other
African stapeliads. It is also interesting
that, despite tros distinctness trom the
other African stapeliads, tros study has
not revealed much molecular diversity
among the specieswithin the genus, despite their of ten considerable morphological differences.
Stapeliopsis

Pillans

Stapeliopsiswas described by N. S. Pillans tor the rare and unusual speciesthat
was found during his expedition to the
Richtersveld in October 1926. Both the

-

Stapeliacedrimontana,Piketberg, PVB 6366.

Stapeliadivaricata,east of Swellendam,PVB
1182.

--

Stapeliaflavopurpurea, southeast of Warmbad, PVB 8152.

hO

Stapeliahirsuta, Hex River Pass,PVB.
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flower and the outer:corona of this species
are tubular to an extent that is unique
among the stapeliads. Nevertheless, tros
genus has also come to be modified. In
1966 another species, S. urniflora Lavr.,
was described which had a similar but
lesstubular flower and less oddly shaped
corona. In 1981four specieswere moved
from Pectinaria to Stapeliopsis(Bruyns,
1981).Today the genus contains 8 species.
Many of them are rare and poorly known
and one has only just been described in
tros issue.
Stapeliopsisis found along the western
and southern side of southern Africa,
trom near Helmeringhausen in Namibia
to near SomersetEast on the Great Karoo.
Plants are often widely scattered and few
and only S. saxatilis (N.E.Br.) Bruyns is
fairly common in some areas.
In Stapeliopsisthe sterns are mainly 4angled but are very variabie in habit,
trom prostrate to highly rhizomatous to
erectly clump-forming. They are also very
variabie in the texture of the surface and
are unusually velvety in S. khamiesbergensis Bruyns, S. neronis Pillans and S.
urniflora. The inflorescence always matures around the base of the stem and in
several species it develops beneath the
surface of the soil. There is also a remarkably wide variety of shares in the
corolla and these range trom the quite
large bristly, ovoid tube with smalliobes
at its mouth in S. neronisto the rigid and
thick-sided campanulate share of S. pillansii (N.E.Br.) Bruyns. The inside of the
corolla always has fairly long hairs on it,
mainly towards the base of the tube and
many of them arise on a thicker papilla.
The main feature which unites all the
speciesis the unusual share of the inner
corona lobes. Theseare laterally flattened
and rise up above the anthers, touching
them only at their bases.
S.pillansii is unique among the stapeliads for flowering underground and severalof the others also produce at least
partly subterranean flowers. Several
specieshave been found to trap tiny flies
in a similar manner to which happens in
the flowers of Ceropegiaand these flies
are released when the hairs inside the
tube loge turgor.
Stapeliopsis is another of the genera
where molecular methods have been used
to test the monophyly of the present concept of the genus. This has been found to
be strongly supported (Bruyns & Nowell,
in prep.), especially when molecular and
morphological data are analysedtogether.

Tavaresia Welw.
Tavaresiaconsists of two species (Leach,
1974).The genus has of ten been referred
to erroneously as Decabelane Decne.
ALOE 39:3&4:2002.ISSN 0002-6301

Stapelia pearsonii, Great Karas Mountains,

PVB 3531.

Stapeliopsis exasperata, west of Barrydale,
PVB 2820.

Stapeliaschinzii var. schinzii, Kaoko Otavi, PVB 5570.

(described in 1871). Decabeloneis a later
name for Tavaresia, which Welwitsch
validly described in 1854.
This small genus is widely distributed
over southern Africa and Angola. One
species is endemic to Angola and the
other is found from southem Angola to
as far south as Victoria West in South
Africa on the Great Karoo.
The species of Tavaresiaare unmistakable. The 6-14-angled sterns are armed
with fine and sharp spines and each tubercle is tipped by three such spines, an
arrangement which sets them immediately apart from allother stapeliads. The
quite large, deeply tubular flowers are
very distinctive and the strange swellings
at the long and slender tips of the outer
coronallobules are also unique to these
two species.
The relationships of tros genus remain
obscure. Morphologically it sharesmuch
with Stapelianthusand a combined molecular and morphological
analysis
(Bruyns & Klak, in prep.) placesit in a position which is basal to Stapelianthus
(thoughthe relationship is very weakly
supported). More general studies associate it loosely with Orbea.

Tridentea Haw.
Tridentea is another of the genera that
were described by Haworth in 1812but
which, until recently resurrected by L.C.
Leach, has never been widely used.
Haworth placed an odd assemblage of
speciesin it, but did this with some misgivings. Leach placed a total of 17 species
in Tridentea (Leach, 1980). However, it
was recently shown that tros was probably not the best arrangement and several of them were moved to Tromotriche
(Bruyns, 1995)so thatonly eight are now
included in this genus.
The speciesof Tridenteaare widely distributed over the western and southern
parts of southern Africa in Botswana,
Namibia and South Africa. There are two
very local species.One of these is associated with the lower Orange River around
Alexander Bay and the other with a former mouth of the Orange River which
today forms part of the lower Olifants
River.
In Tridenteathe sterns are soft, smooth
and 4-angled. On young tissue the tuberclesare tipped with fairly conspicuous,
spreading leaf-rudiments and around the
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Tridentea dwequensis, north of Fraserburg,
PVB 4002.

Tridenteajucunda, east of Khamieskroon,

Tridentea marientalensis BBp. albipilosa,

PVB6111.

west of Maltahöhe, PVB 4169.

Tromotriche longii, Sondagrivierpoort,

south.

PVB

4928.

Tromotrichebavlissii, south of Stevtlerville, PVB 6325.

Tromotricheruschiana,Klinghardt Mountains,
PVB 7900.

base of thesethereis alwaysa clusterof
minute thickened hairs. The leaf-rudimentsusually shrivel up and fall off with
time. In Tridentea,the inflorescences develop near the baseof the stem, with only
one inflorescence per stem. The flowers
vary trom 20-100 mm In diameter and are
mostly flat, with only a shallow depression in the centre. They are usually very
brightly coloured and extremely attractive
but also always give off a very bad odour.
In most of them the corolla is mottled
with yellow to green on a purplish background but in T. virescens (N.E.Br.)
L.C.Leach it is bright yellow. Most of
them a1sohave adense covering of papillae on the inner surface of the corolla.

stem is somewhat rough with low papillae and it aften has a somewhat sand-papery texture but is never furry as in
Stapelia.Flowers are produced at many
different levels along the sterns and are
also very variabie in shape. The inner
surfaceof the corolla is aften deeply rugulose and it never has the fine hairs that are
usually found in Stapelia.
This brief account provides an intro~
duction and same basic information on
these genera. A much more detailed account by the present author is in the
process of being published by Umdaus
Pressand ought to appear during 2003.In
this work each species is discussed in
detail. Each species will be illustrated
also with line-drawings, a map showing
its known distribution and several colour
photographs. Theseillustrations not only
serve to make the speciesidentifiabie but
will also attempt to demonstrate the varlability that has been discovered. The last
detailed account on the stapeliads was
published in 1937 and it is hoped that
this new work will begin to fill the gap
that existsin the literature on theseplants.
It is also hoped that it will help to bring

TromotricheHaw.
Tromotricheis yet another ofthe obscure
generic names of Haworth that were
found to be essential for recognising the
diversity that is presentamöng the southem African stapeliads.The name refers to
the trembling hairs along the edge of the
corolla-lobes in T. revoluta(Masson) Haw.
Leach (1984) placed T. revoluta, T. thu~?

dichumii (Pillans) L.C.Leach and Stapelia
englerianain this genus but this treatment
has not been accepted. In a revised account, S. englerianawas moved back to
Stapeliaand several specieswere moved
from Tridentea(Bruyns, 1995).
The 10 species that are now in
Tromotriche are endemic to the southwestern part of South Africa and southern Namibia. They are almost exclusively restricted to the parts of this region
that receive winter rainfall and the distribution of the genus shows many similarities to that of Quaqua.There are several species in the driest parts of
Namaqualand and same of these show a
distinct predilection for patches of quartz
gravel. In the southern portion of the distribution the three speciesinvolved are restricted to three small areas deep within
the sandstone mountains of the Cape
Fold Belt.
In Tromotriche the sterns have low,
rounded tubercles which are arranged
into four obtuse and rounded angles.
Leaf-rudiments are rarely present and
then only as a smal1ridge on the tip o(the
tubercle. In all species the surface of the
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our present knowledge of these fascinating and often extremely beautiful plants
to a wider publico
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